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Abstract

The technical performance of a hybrid ‘solar window’ that provides heating in addition to daylighting is evaluated. A wavelength
selective film is coupled with a compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) to reflect and concentrate the infrared portion of the solar spec-
trum onto a tubular absorber while transmitting the visible portion of the spectrum into the interior space. The optical performance of
the CPC/selective film is predicted using a Monte Carlo Ray-Tracing model. An adaptive concentrator geometry based on asymmetrical
truncation of CPCs is analyzed for vertical windows and horizontal skylights. The predicted visible transmittance is 0.66–0.73 for single
glazed windows and 0.61–0.67 for double glazed windows. The solar heat gain coefficient and the U-factor are comparable to existing
glazing technology. The annual thermal efficiency for double glazed windows/skylights based on use in Minneapolis, MN is 24–26%.
� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Daylighting is widely recognized as a key strategy
towards an aesthetically pleasing and energy efficient built
environment. Several studies link human health and pro-
ductivity to natural light (Kim and Kim, 2010; Plympton
et al., 2000; Vandewalle et al., 2006). Daylight produces a
true color rendering, provides visual comfort, and is con-
sidered to be a major cue to the human circadian rhythm
(Gochenour and Andersen, 2009). With appropriate light-
ing control systems, daylighting can reduce electrical
energy consumption by more than 30% (Chow et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2006). As highly glazed commercial build-
ings are synonymous with modern architectural design,
the development of energy efficient commercial glazing
technologies is important.

Modern glazing technologies offer various approaches to
regulate their thermal and optical performance. Multi-layer
glazing separated by air, vacuum, inert gas or transparent
insulators such as silica aerogel (Buratti and Moretti,
2012) reduce thermal losses. Tinted or reflective glazing
technologies (Chow et al., 2010; Mohelnikova, 2009;
Alvarez et al., 2013), low emissivity coatings (Alvarez
et al., 2013; Martin-Palma, 2009) and spectrally selective
glazing (Alvarez et al., 2013; Martin-Palma, 2009; Xu
et al., 2006) regulate the spectral response of the window.
Switchable glazing technologies such as electrochromic
(Page et al., 2007; Piccolo et al., 2009; Granqvist et al.,
2010), thermochromic (Granqvist et al., 2010; Mlyuka
et al., 2009) or photochromic glazing and liquid crystals
(Gardiner et al., 2009) have been developed as part of
‘smart’ fenestration systems to provide varying levels of
daylighting and passive thermal control for the interior.

An attractive approach for glazing systems is to harness
the sunlight not utilized for daylighting to generate
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alternate forms of energy to supplement the overall sustain-
ability of the built structure. Semi-transparent building
integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) glazing (Chow et al.,
2010; Li et al., 2009) can be used to offset interior lighting
loads, but suffer from low transmittance in the visible.
Chow et al. (2010, 2011) analyzed water-flow double-pane
window. Water is circulated through the cavity of a double
glazed window to reduce solar heat gains by 32% as com-
pared to a double glazed window with absorptive and clear
glass, in addition to annual heat extraction by water that
was equal to the annual solar heat gain through the double
glazed window. Davidsson et al. (2010) proposed and
tested a multifunctional, window integrated PV/T with
tiltable aluminum reflectors to concentrate incident solar

energy. The electrical and thermal performance of the win-
dow was comparable to roof-integrated PV and solar ther-
mal collectors of the same area. A drawback of the design
is that in the active mode, the window acts more like a wall
due to the opaque concentrators.

In the present work, a hybrid ‘solar window’ based on
the principle of spectral band splitting is proposed and ana-
lyzed. The proposed device performs multiple functions: it
daylights the interior space; it generates useful thermal
energy which can be used to offset domestic hot water or
space heating loads; and it can be used to regulate heat
gains through the window. Fig. 1 shows the design concept
and an illustration of the window in a building. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), a wavelength selective film is attached to a

Nomenclature

A area (m2)
C geometric concentration factor
cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure

(J/kg K)
D tube diameter (m)
FR heat removal rate
G incident solar irradiance (W/m2)
g fraction of incident solar radiation
h heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
H depth of the CPC (m)
L length of CPC reflector (m)
_m mass flow rate (kg/s m2)
N number of rays
n number of concentrators/absorber tubes in the

collector
R random number, uniformly distributed in (0, 1)
Qu useful energy (W/m2) (3600 J/m2 for hourly

data)
~r direction of incident radiation
S energy absorbed per unit absorber area (W/m2)

(3600 J/m2 for hourly data)
SHGC solar heat gain coefficient
T temperature (K)
U net heat transfer coefficient between two

surfaces (W/m2 K)
U-factor net transmittance through the window

(W/m2 K)
UL overall loss coefficient (W/m2 K)
V ðkÞ CIE photopic luminosity function
vw wind velocity (m/s)
W width of the CPC (m)
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Greek symbols
a absorptance of the absorber tube
b PV cell temperature coefficient (�C�1)
c PV cell irradiance coefficient
e emittance

g efficiency
h incidence angle (�)
hc nominal half-acceptance angle (�)
hd1, hd2 truncated half-acceptance angle (�)
k wavelength (nm)
q reflectance
r Stefan–Boltzmann constant (J/s m2 K); stan-

dard deviation
s transmittance
svis visible transmittance

Subscripts

a absorber tube; absorbed rays
b beam radiation
c CPC glass cover; convection
c2 additional CPC glass cover
cd conduction
cell PV cell
d diffuse radiation
e effective value
fi, fo fluid inlet, outlet
i incident rays
in interior
m wavelength selective film
n̂ normal (to a surface)
r radiation
~r directional
s specular reflection
t transmitted rays
th thermal module
xy, yz planes
1 ambient
k spectral

Superscripts

DL daylit space
T thermal module
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